
Deletion along TrajectoriesMichael Domaratzki 1School of Computing, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.AbstractWe describe a new way to model deletion operations on formal languages, calleddeletion along trajectories. We examine its closure properties, which di�er fromthose of shu�e on trajectories, previously introduced by Mateescu et al. In partic-ular, we de�ne classes of non-regular sets of trajectories such that the associateddeletion operation preserves regularity. Our results give uniform proofs of closureproperties of the regular languages for several deletion operations.We also show that deletion along trajectories serves as an inverse to shu�e ontrajectories. This leads to results on the decidability of certain language equations,including those of the form L T X = R, where L;R are regular languages and Xis unknown.Key words: deletion along trajectories, shu�e on trajectories, language equations,regular languages
1 IntroductionShu�e on trajectories, de�ned by Mateescu et al. [19], uni�es operations whichinsert all the symbols of one word into another (see Section 2 for de�nitions).Operations in the literature generalized by shu�e on trajectories include con-catenation, reverse and bi-concatenation, arbitrary, literal and perfect shu�es,and others. This formalism has proven to be very powerful, and much workhas recently been done on shu�e on trajectories [6,8,21,22]. Mateescu has de-�ned an extension of shu�e on trajectories called splicing on routes, whichgeneralizes operations on DNA strands [18].Concurrent to this research, Kari and others [12,14] have done research intothe inverses of insertion- and shu�e-like operations, which have yielded decid-Email address: domaratz@cs.queensu.ca (Michael Domaratzki).1 Research supported by an NSERC PGS-B graduate scholarship.Preprint submitted to Elsevier Science 21 March 2004



ability results for equations such as XL = R where L;R are regular languagesand X is unknown. The inverses of insertion- and shu�e-like operations aredeletion-like operations such as deletion, quotient, scattered deletion and bi-polar deletion [12].In this paper, we introduce the notion of deletion along trajectories, which isthe equivalent of shu�e on trajectories for deletion-like operations. We showhow it uni�es operations such as deletion, quotient, scattered deletion andothers. We investigate the closure properties of deletion along trajectories.We also show how each shu�e operation based on a set of trajectories T hasan inverse operation (both right and left inverse, see Section 5), de�ned bya deletion along a renaming of T . This yields the result that it is decidablewhether equations of the form L T X = R for regular languages L and Rhave a solution X, for any regular set T of trajectories.We also investigate those T which are not regular but for which the deletionalong the set of trajectories T preserves regularity. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 ex-plicitly de�ne classes of sets of trajectories, which include non-regular sets,which preserve regularity. These theorems give uniform proofs of certain clo-sure properties for the regular languages.2 De�nitionsFor additional background in formal languages and automata theory, see Yu[27] or Hopcroft and Ullman [9]. Let � be a �nite set of symbols, called letters.Then �� is the set of all �nite sequences of letters from �, which are calledwords. The empty word � is the empty sequence of letters. The length of aword w = w1w2 � � �wn 2 ��, where wi 2 �, is n, and is denoted jwj. Notethat � is the unique word of length 0. A language L is any subset of ��. By L,we mean �� � L, the complement of L. If L1; : : : ; Lk � �� are languages, weuse the notation Qki=1 Li = L1L2 � � �Lk. If L is a language and k is a naturalnumber, then we denote L�k = fu1u2 � � �ui : i � k; uj 2 L 81 � j � ig:A deterministic �nite automaton (DFA) is a �ve-tuple M = (Q;�; �; q0; F )where Q is a �nite set of states, � is an alphabet, � : Q � � ! Q is atransition function, q0 2 Q is the start state, and F � Q is the set of �nalstates. We extend � to Q � �� in the usual way. A word w 2 �� is acceptedby M if �(q0; w) 2 F . The language accepted by M , denoted L(M), is the setof all words accepted by M . A language is called regular if it is accepted bysome DFA.A nondeterministic �nite automaton (NFA) is a �ve-tupleM = (Q;�; �; q0; F )where Q;�; q0 and F are as in the deterministic case, while the nondeterminis-2



tic transition function is given by � : Q� (�[f�g) ! 2Q. Again, � is extendedto Q��� in the natural way. A word w is accepted by M if �(q0; w)\ F 6= ;.It is known that the language accepted by an NFA is regular.We denote by N the set of non-negative integers: N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g: Let I � N .If there exist n0; p 2 N , p > 0, such that for all x � n0, x 2 I () x + p 2I, then we say that I is ultimately periodic (u.p.). It is known that if I isultimately periodic, then fx 2 �� : jxj 2 Ig is regular for any alphabet �.Given alphabets �;�, a morphism is a function h : �� ! �� satisfyingh(xy) = h(x)h(y) for all x; y 2 ��. Given a morphism h : �� ! �� and alanguage L � ��, then the image of L under h is given by h(L) = fh(x) :x 2 Lg, while if L0 � ��, the inverse image of L0 under h is de�ned byh�1(L0) = fx 2 �� : h(x) 2 L0g.We recall the de�nition of shu�e on trajectories, originally given by Mateescuet al. [19]. Shu�e on trajectories is de�ned by �rst de�ning the shu�e of twowords x and y over an alphabet � on a trajectory t, which is simply a wordin f0; 1g�. We denote the shu�e of x and y along trajectory t by x t y.If x = ax0, y = by0 (with a; b 2 �) and t = et0 (with e 2 f0; 1g), thenx et0 y = 8><>: a(x0 t0 by0) if e = 0;b(ax0 t0 y0) if e = 1:If x = ax0 (a 2 �), y = � and t = et0 (e 2 f0; 1g), thenx et0 � = 8><>: a(x0 t0 �) if e = 0;; otherwise.If x = �, y = by0 (b 2 �) and t = et0 (e 2 f0; 1g), then� et0 y = 8><>: b(� t0 y0) if e = 1;; otherwise.We let x � y = ; if fx; yg 6= f�g. Finally, if x = y = �, then � t � = � if t = �and ; otherwise.We extend shu�e on trajectories to sets T � f0; 1g� of trajectories as follows:x T y = [t2T x t y:3



Further, for L1; L2 � ��, we de�neL1 T L2 = [x2L1y2L2 x T y:We now give our main de�nition, called deletion along trajectories, whichmodels deletion operations controlled by a set of trajectories. Let x; y 2 �� bewords with x = ax0, y = by0 (a; b 2 �). Let t be a word over fi; dg such thatt = et0 with e 2 fi; dg. Then we de�ne x;t y, the deletion of y from x alongtrajectory t, as follows:x;t y = 8>>>>><>>>>>: a(x0 ;t0 by0) if e = i;x0 ;t0 y0 if e = d and a = b;; otherwise.Also, if x = ax0 (a 2 �) and t = et0 (e 2 fi; dg), thenx;t � = 8><>: a(x0 ;t0 �) if e = i;; otherwise.If x 6= �, then x ;� y = ;. Further, � ;t y = � if t = y = �. Otherwise,�;t y = ;.Example 2.1 Let x = abcabc, y = bac and t = (id)3. Then we have thatx;t y = acb. If t = i2d3i then x;t y = ;.Let T � fi; dg�. Then x;T y = [t2T x;t y:We extend this to languages as expected: Let L1; L2 � �� and T � fi; dg�.Then L1 ;T L2 = [x2L1y2L2 x;T y:Note that ;T is neither an associative nor a commutative operation on lan-guages, in general. We consider the following examples of deletion along tra-jectories:(a) if T = i�d�, then ;T= =, the right-quotient operation;(b) if T = d�i�, then ;T= n, the left-quotient operation;(c) if T = i�d�i�, then;T=!, the deletion operation (see, e.g., Kari [11,12]);4



(d) if T = (i + d)�, then ;T=;, the scattered deletion operation (see, e.g.,Ito et al. [10]);(e) if T = d�i�d�, then ;T=
, the bi-polar deletion operation (see, e.g.,Kari [12]).(f) let k � 0 and Tk = i�d�i�k. Then ;Tk=!k, the k-deletion operation(see, e.g., Kari and Thierrin [13]).Also, we note the di�erence between deletion along trajectories from the op-eration splicing on routes de�ned by Mateescu [18], which is a generalizationof shu�e on trajectories which allows discarding symbols from either inputword. Splicing on routes serves to generalize the crossover operation used inDNA computing by restricting the manner in which it may combine symbols,in a manner similar to how shu�e on trajectories restricts the way in whichthe shu�e operator may combine symbols (see Mateescu [18] for details anda de�nition of the crossover operation). Recently, we have shown that splicingon routes may be simulated by a �xed combination of shu�e and deletionalong trajectories [5].3 Closure and Characterization ResultsThe following lemma is proven by a direct construction:Lemma 3.1 If T ,L1; L2 are regular, then L1 ;T L2 is also regular.PROOF. Let M1;M2;MT be DFAs for L1; L2; T , respectively, withMj =(Qj;�; �j; qj; Fj); for j = 1; 2;MT =(QT ; fi; dg; �T ; qT ; FT ):Then let M = (Q1 �Q2 �QT ;�; �; [q1; q2; qT ]; F1 � F2 � FT ) be an NFA with� given by �([qj; qk; q`]; a) = f[�1(qj; a); qk; �T (q`; i)]gfor all [qj; qk; q`] 2 Q1 �Q2 �QT and a 2 �. Further,�([qj; qk; q`]; �) = f[�1(qj; a); �2(qk; a); �T (q`; d)] : a 2 �gfor all [qj; qk; q`] 2 Q1�Q2�QT . We can verify thatM accepts L1 ;T L2. 2We now show that if one of L1; L2 or T is non-regular, then L1 ;T L2 maynot be regular (for the de�nitions of context-free languages (CFLs) and linear5



CFLs, see, e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman [9]):Theorem 3.2 There exist languages L1; L2 and a set of trajectories T �fi; dg� satisfying each of the following:(a) L1 is a CFL, L2 is a singleton and T is regular, but L1 ;T L2 is notregular;(b) L1; T are regular, and L2 is a CFL, but L1 ;T L2 is not regular;(c) L1 is regular, L2 is a singleton, and T is a CFL, but L1 ;T L2 is notregular.In each case, the CFL may be chosen to be a linear CFL.PROOF. We �rst note the following identity:L;i� f�g = L:Thus, if we take any non-regular (linear) CFL L, we can establish (a).For (b), we take the following languages:L1=(a2)�(b2)�;T =(di)�;L2= fanbn : n � 0g:Note that L2 is a non-regular (linear) CFL. With these languages, we get thatL1 ;T L2 = L2. Finally, to establish part (c), we takeL1= a�#b�;T = findin : n � 0g;L2= f#g:We note that T is a non-regular linear CFL, and thatL1 ;T L2 = fanbn : n � 0g:This establishes the theorem. 2In Section 4, we discuss non-regular sets of trajectories which preserve regu-larity.Recall that a weak coding is a morphism � : �� ! �� such that �(a) 2�[f�g for all a 2 �. We have the following characterization of deletion alongtrajectories: 6



Theorem 3.3 Let � be an alphabet. There exist weak codings �1; �2; �; ' anda regular language R such that for all L1; L2 � �� and all T � fi; dg�,L1 ;T L2 = ' ���11 (L1) \ ��12 (L2) \ ��1(T ) \ R� :PROOF. Let �̂ = fâ : a 2 �g be a copy of �. De�ne the morphism�1 : (�̂ [ � [ fi; dg)� ! �� as follows: �1(â) = �1(a) = a for all a 2 � and�1(i) = �1(d) = �. De�ne �2 : (�̂ [ � [ fi; dg)� ! �� as follows: �2(â) = a forall a 2 �, �2(a) = � for all a 2 � and �2(d) = �2(i) = �.De�ne � : (�̂ [ � [ fi; dg)� ! �� as follows: �(â) = �(a) = � for all a 2 �,�(i) = i and �(d) = d. We de�ne ' : (�̂ [ � [ fi; dg)� ! �� as '(â) = � forall a 2 �, '(a) = a for all a 2 �, and '(i) = '(d) = �. Finally, we note thatthe result can be proven by letting R = (i� + d�̂)�: 2Recall that a cone (or full trio) is a class of languages closed under morphism,inverse morphism and intersection with regular languages [20, Sect. 3]. Thus,we have the following corollary:Corollary 3.4 Let L be a cone. Let L1; L2; T be languages such that two areregular and the third is in L. Then L1 ;T L2 2 L.Note that the closure of cones under quotient with regular sets [9, Thm. 11.3] isa speci�c instance of Corollary 3.4. Lemma 3.1 can also be proven by appealingto Theorem 3.3. We also note that the CFLs are a cone, thus we have thefollowing corollary (a direct construction is also possible):Corollary 3.5 Let T; L1; L2 be languages such that one is a CFL and theother two are regular languages. Then L1 ;T L2 is a CFL.The following result shows that if any of the conditions of Corollary 3.5 arenot met, the result might not hold:Theorem 3.6 There exist languages L1; L2 and a set of trajectories T �fi; dg� satisfying each of the following:(a) L1; L2 are (linear) CFLs and T is regular, but L1 ;T L2 in not a CFL;(b) L1; T are (linear) CFLs, and L2 is a singleton, but L1 ;T L2 is not aCFL;(c) L1 is regular, L2; T are (linear) CFLs, but L1 ;T L2 is not a CFL.PROOF. (a) The result is immediate, since it is known (see, e.g., Ginsburgand Spanier [7, Thm. 3.4]) that the CFLs are not closed under right quotient7



(given by the trajectory T = i�d�). The languages described by Ginsburg andSpanier which witness this non-closure are linear CFLs.(b) Let � = fa; b; c;#g. Then letL1= fanbn#cm : n;m � 0g;L2= f#g;T = fi2ndin : n � 0g:Note that L1; T are indeed linear CFLs. Then we can verify thatL1 ;T L2 = fanbncn : n � 0g;which is not a CFL.(c) Let � = fa; b; c;#g. Then letL1=(a2)�(b2)�#c�;L2= fanbn# : n � 0g;T = f(di)2ndin : n � 0g:Then we can verify that L1 ;T L2 = fanbncn : n � 0g, which is not a CFL.This completes the proof. 2Note that the context-sensitive languages (CSLs, see, e.g., Mateescu and Sa-lomaa [20, Sect. 2]) are not a cone, since they are not closed under arbitrarymorphism. Thus, Corollary 3.4 does not apply to the CSLs. In fact, it is known(see, e.g., Mateescu and Salomaa [20, Thm. 2.12]) that the CSLs are not closedunder quotient with regular languages.3.1 Recognizing Deletion Along TrajectoriesWe now consider the problem of giving a monoid recognizing deletion alongtrajectories, when the languages and set of trajectories under considerationare regular. Harju et al. [8] give a monoid which recognizes L1 T L2 whenL1; L2 and T are regular.For a background on recognition of formal languages by monoids, consult Pin[24]. Let L � �� be a language. We say that a monoidM recognizes L if thereexist a morphism ' : �� !M and a subset F �M such that L = '�1(F ).The following is a characterization of the regular languages due to Kleene (see,e.g., Pin [24, p. 17]): 8



Theorem 3.7 A language is regular i� it is recognized by a �nite monoid.Consider arbitrary regular languages L1; L2 � �� and T � fi; dg�. Then ourgoal is to construct a monoid recognizing L1 ;T L2.LetM1;M2;MT be �nite monoids recognizing L1; L2; LT , with morphisms 'j :�� !Mi for j = 1; 2, 'T : fi; dg� !MT and subsets F1; F2; FT , respectively.As in Harju et al. [8], we consider the monoid P(M1 �M2 �MT ) consistingof all subsets of M1 �M2 �MT . The monoid operation is given byAB = fxy : x 2 A; y 2 Bgfor all A;B 2 P(M1 �M2 �MT ).We can now establish that P(M1 �M2 �MT ) recognizes L1 ;T L2. We �rstde�ne a subset D �M1 �M2 �MT which will be useful:D = f['1(x); '2(x); 'T (djxj)] : x 2 ��g:Then we de�ne ' : �� ! P(M1 � M2 � MT ) by giving its action on eachelement a 2 �: '(a) = f['1(xa); '2(x); 'T (djxji)] : x 2 ��g:Then, we note that for all y 2 ��,'(y)D = f['1(�); '2(�); 'T (t)] : y 2 �;t �; �; � 2 ��; t 2 fi; dg�g: (1)Thus, it su�ces to takeF = fK 2 P(M1 �M2 �MT ) : KD \ (F1 � F2 � FT ) 6= ;g:Thus, considering (1), we have thatL1 ;T L2 = '�1(F ):This establishes the following result:Lemma 3.8 Let Lj be a regular language recognized by Mj for j = 1; 2 andT � fi; dg� be a regular set of trajectories recognized by the monoid MT . ThenP(M1 �M2 �MT ) recognizes L1 ;T L2.Thus, Lemma 3.8 gives another proof of Lemma 3.1.9



3.2 Equivalence of TrajectoriesWe briey note that two sets of trajectories de�ne the same operation if andonly if they are equal. More precisely, if T1; T2 � fi; dg�, say that T1 and T2are equivalent if L1 ;T1 L2 = L1 ;T2 L2 for all languages L1; L2.Lemma 3.9 Let T1; T2 � fi; dg�. Then T1; T2 are equivalent i� T1 = T2.PROOF. If T1 = T2 then clearly T1 and T2 are equivalent. If T1 and T2are not equal, then without loss of generality, let t 2 T1 � T2. Let n = jtjiand m = jtjd. Then it is not hard to see that in 2 ftg ;T1 fdmg, but thatin =2 ftg;T2 fdmg, i.e., T1 and T2 are not equivalent. 2Thus, for instance, it is decidable whether T1; T2 are equivalent if, e.g., T1 isregular and T2 is an unambiguous CFL, but undecidable if T1 is regular andT2 is an arbitrary CFL.4 Regularity-Preserving Non-Regular TrajectoriesConsider the following result of Mateescu et al. [19, Thm. 5.1]: if L1 T L2 isregular for all regular languages L1; L2, then T is regular. This result is clearupon noting that for all T , 0� T 1� = T .However, in this section, we note that the same result does not hold if wereplace \shu�e on trajectories" by \deletion along trajectories". In particular,we demonstrate a class of sets of trajectories C, which contains non-regularlanguages, such that for all regular languagesR1; R2, and for allH 2 C, R1 ;HR2 is regular. We also characterize all H � i�d� which preserve regularity, andgive some examples of non-CF trajectories which preserve regularity.As motivation, we begin with a basic example. Let � be an alphabet. LetH = findn : n � 0g. Note thatR1 ;H R2 = fx 2 �� : 9y 2 R2 such that xy 2 R1 and jxj = jyjg:We can establish directly (by constructing an NFA) that for all regular lan-guages R1; R2 � ��, the language R1 ;H R2 is regular. However, H is anon-regular CFL.Remark that R1 ;H R2 is similar to proportional removals studied by Stearnsand Hartmanis [26], Amar and Putzolu [1,2], Seiferas and McNaughton [25],10



Kosaraju [15,16], Kozen [17], Zhang [28], the author [4] and others. In partic-ular, we note the case of 12(L), given by12(L) = fx 2 �� : 9y 2 �� such that xy 2 L and jxj = jyjg:Thus, 12(L) = L ;H ��. The operation 12(L) is one of a class of operationswhich preserve regularity. Seiferas and McNaughton completely characterizethose binary relations r � N2 such that the operationP (L; r) = fx 2 �� : 9y 2 �� such that xy 2 L and r(jxj; jyj)gpreserves regularity.Call a relation r � N2 u.p.-preserving if A u.p. impliesr�1(A) = fi : 9j 2 A such that r(i; j)gis also u.p. Then, the binary relations r that preserve regularity are preciselythe u.p.-preserving relations [25].We note the inclusion L1 ;H L2 � 12(L1) \ L1=L2holds for H = findn : n � 0g. However, equality does not hold in general.Consider the languages L1 = f02; 04g, L2 = f03g: Then 0 2 12(L1) \ L1=L2.However, 0 =2 L1 ;H L2. Thus, we note thatL1 ;H L2 6= 12(L1) \ L1=L2in general.We now consider arbitrary relations r � N2 for whichHr = findm : r(n;m)g � i�d�preserves regularity. We have the following result:Theorem 4.1 Let r � N2 be a binary relation and Hr = findm : r(n;m)g.The operation ;Hr is regularity-preserving i� r is u.p.-preserving.PROOF. Assume that;Hr is preserves regularity. Then L;Hr �� is regularfor all regular languages L. ButL;Hr �� = P (L; r):11



Thus, r must be u.p.-preserving.For the reverse implication, we modify the construction of Seiferas and Mc-Naughton [25, Thm. 1]. Let L1; L2 be regular, and let M1 = (Q1;�; �1; q0; F1)be the minimal complete DFA for L1. Then, for each q 2 Q1, we let L(q)1be the language accepted by the DFA M (q)1 = (Q1;�; �1; q0; fqg): Let Rqbe the language accepted by the DFA N (q)1 = (Q1;�; �1; q; F1): Note thatL(q)1 = fw 2 �� : �(q0; w) = qg and Rq = fw 2 �� : �(q; w) 2 F1g.As M1 is complete, �� = Sq2Q1 L(q)1 : Thus,L1 ;Hr L2 = [q2Q1(L1 ;Hr L2) \ L(q)1 :Thus, it su�ces to demonstrate that (L1 ;Hr L2) \ L(q)1 is regular. But wenote that(L1 ;Hr L2) \ L(q)1= fx 2 L(q)1 : 9y 2 L2 such that xy 2 L1 and r(jxj; jyj)g;= fx 2 L(q)1 : 9y 2 (Rq \ L2) such that r(jxj; jyj)g;= fx 2 �� : 9y 2 (Rq \ L2) such that r(jxj; jyj)g \ L(q)1 ;= fx 2 �� : jxj 2 r�1(fjyj : y 2 (Rq \ L2)g)g \ L(q)1 :It is easy to see that if L is regular, fjyj : y 2 Lg is a u.p. set. As r isu.p.-preserving, r�1(fjyj : y 2 Rq \ L2)g) is also u.p. 2Note that, in general, L1 ;Hr L2 6= P (L1; r) \ L1=L2:Consider the following particular examples of regularity-preserving trajecto-ries:(a) Consider the relation e = f(n; 2n) : n � 0g. Then He preserves regularity(see, e.g., Zhang [28, Sect. 3]). However, He is not CF. The set He is,however, a linear conjunctive language (see Okhotin [23] for the de�nitionof conjunctive and linear conjunctive languages, and for the proof thatHe is linear conjunctive).(b) Consider the relation f = f(n; n!) : n � 0g. ThenHf preserves regularity(see again Zhang [28, Thm. 5.1]). However, Hf is not a CFL, nor a linearconjunctive language [23]. 12



Thus, there are non-CF trajectories which preserve regularity. Kozen statesthat there are even Hr which preserve regularity but are \highly noncom-putable" [17, p. 3].We can extend the class of non-regular sets of trajectories T such that L1 ;TL2 is regular for all regular languages L1; L2 by considering T such thatT � (d�i�)md� for some m � 1 2 . To consider such non-regular T , it willbe advantageous to adopt the notations of Zhang [28] on boolean matrices.We summarize these notions below; for a full review, the reader may consultthe original paper.For any �nite set Q, let M(Q) denote the set of square Boolean matricesindexed by Q. Let V(Q) denote the set of Boolean vectors indexed by Q. Foran automaton over a set of states Q, we will associate with it matrices fromM(Q) and vectors from V(Q).In particular, let M = (Q;�; �; q0; F ) be a DFA. Then for each a 2 �, letra 2 M(Q) be the matrix de�ned by transitions on a, that is ra(q1; q2) = 1i� �(q1; a) = q2. Let r = Pa2�ra (where addition is taken to be Booleanaddition, i.e., 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 1 + 0 = 1 + 1 = 1). Thus, note thatr(q1; q2) = 1 i� there is some a 2 � such that �(q1; a) = q2. Note that takingpowers of r yields information on paths of di�erent lengths: for all i � 0,ri(q1; q2) = 1 i� there is a path of length i from q1 to q2.For any Q0 � Q, let IQ0 2 V(Q) be the characteristic vector of Q0, given byIQ0(q) = 1 i� q 2 Q0. If Q0 is a singleton q, we denote Ifqg by Iq. Note that ifQ1; Q2 � Q and i � 0, then IQ1 � ri � I tQ2 = 1 i� there is a path of length ifrom some state in Q1 to some state in Q2 (here, I t denotes the transpose ofI).Call a function f : N ! N ultimately periodic with respect to powers ofBoolean matrices [28], abbreviated m.u.p. (for \matrix ultimately periodic"),if, for all square Boolean matrices r, there exist natural numbers e; p (p > 0)such that for all n � e, rf(n) = rf(n+p):Let m � 1. We will de�ne a class of T � (d�i�)md� such that for all regularlanguages R1; R2, R1 ;T R2 is regular. In particular, let m � 1, and letf (j)` : N ! N be a m.u.p. function for each 1 � ` � m + 1 and 1 � j � m.2 The choice of T � (d�i�)md� rather than, e.g., T � (i�d�)m or T � (d�i�)m isarbitrary. The same type of formulation and arguments can be applied to thesesimilar types of sets of trajectories. 13



De�ne X` : Nm ! N for 1 � ` � m+ 1 byX`(n1; n2; : : : ; nm) = mXj=1 f (j)` (nj):We will use the abbreviation ~n = (n1; n2; : : : ; nm). Finally, we de�neT = f mYj=1(dXj(~n)inj)dXm+1(~n) : ~n = (n1; : : : ; nm) 2 Nmg: (2)The set T satis�es our intuition that the `i-portions' may not interact witheach other, but may interact with any `d-portion' they wish to. Our claim thatthese T preserve regularity is proven in the following theorem.Theorem 4.2 Let m � 1, and f (j)` be m.u.p. for 1 � ` � m + 1 and 1 � j �m. Let T � (d�i�)md� be de�ned by (2). Then for all regular languages R1; R2,the language R1 ;T R2 is regular.Let m = f0; 1; 2; 3; : : : ; mg for any m � 1.PROOF. Let Mi = (Qi;�; �i; si; Fi) be a DFA accepting Ri for i = 1; 2. LetM1;2 = (Q1 � Q2;�; �0; (s1; s2); F1 � F2) where � is given by �((q1; q2); a) =(�1(q1; a); �2(q2; a)) for all (q1; q2) 2 Q1 � Q2 and all a 2 �. Note that M1;2accepts R1 \R2. Let r be the adjacency matrix for M1;2. For each 1 � j � mand 1 � ` � m + 1, let e(j)` � 0 and p(j)` > 0 be chosen so that rf(j)` (n) =rf(j)` (n+p(j)` ) for all n � e(j)` .For all 1 � j � m and 1 � ` � m+ 1, let g(j)` = e(j)` + p(j)` , and de�ne the setM(j; `) = frf(j)` (i) : 0 � i � e(j)` + p(j)` g � g(j)` :We will de�ne an NFA M = (Q;�; �; S; F ) which we claim accepts R1 ;T R2.The NFA will be nondeterministic, and will also have multiple start states.Our state set Q is given byQ =m� ( mỲ=1( mYj=1M(j; `))�Q31 �Q2)� mYj=1M(j;m + 1):Let �j;` = [rf(j)` (0); 0] 2M(j; `). Our set S of initial states is given byS = f1g � ( mỲ=1 mYj=1�j;` � f[q; q] : q 2 Q1g �Q1 �Q2)� mYj=1�j;m+1:14



To partially motivate this de�nition, the elements of the formQ31 will representone path through M1: the �rst element will represent our nondeterministic\guess" of where the path starts, the second state will actually trace thepath through M1 (along a portion of our input word) and the third staterepresents our guess of where the path will end. Thus, during the course ofour computation, the �rst and third elements are never changed; only thesecond is a�ected by the input word. The �rst and third elements are used toverify (once the computation has completed) that our guesses for the start and�nish are correct, and that they correspond (\match up") with the guessedpaths for the adjacent components. The elements of Q2 will represent ourguesses of the intermediate points of the path through M2; similarly to ourguesses in Q1, it will not change through the computation.Our set of �nal states F is given by those states of the formfmg � �((A(j)` ; c(j)` )mj=1q(1)` ; q(2)` ; q(3)` ; r`)m̀=1; (A(j)m+1; c(j)` )mj=1� ;where the following conditions are met:(F-i) for all 1 � ` � m, I(q(3)`�1;r`�1) � (Qmj=1A(j)` ) � I t(q(1)` ;r`) = 1 (we let q(3)0 = s1,the start state of M1 and r0 = s2 the start state of M2);(F-ii) I(q(3)m ;rm) � (Qmj=1A(j)m+1) � I tF1�F2 = 1;(F-iii) for all 1 � ` � m, we have q(2)` = q(3)` .We will see that the matrix A(j)` will ensure that there is a path of lengthf (j)` (nj) through M1 � M2. Thus, condition (F-i) will ensure that we havea path from our guessed end state of the previous i-portion through to theguessed start state of the next i-portion. This will correspond to the presenceof some word w of length Pmj=1 f (j)` (nj) which takes M from the end state ofthe previous i-portion to the start of the next i-portion. The condition (F-ii)will ensure that the �nal d-portion ends in a �nal state in both M1 and M2.Condition (F-iii) veri�es that the nondeterministic \guesses" for the end ofeach i-portion path is correct.Finally, we may de�ne the action of �. We will adopt the convention of Zhang[28] and denote by hciba the quantityhciba = 8><>: c if c � a;a+ ((c� a) mod b ) otherwise.Further, to describe the action of � more easily, we introduce auxiliary func-15



tions �`;� for all 1 � ` � m + 1 and 1 � � � m. In particular�`;� : mYj=1M(j; `)! mYj=1M(j; `)is given by�`;�((rf(j)` (c(j)` ); c(j)` )mj=1)=((rf(j)` (c(j)` ); c(j)` )��1j=1 ;rf(�)` (hc(�)` +1ip(�)`e(�)` ); hc(�)` + 1ip(�)`e(�)` ; (rf(j)` (c(j)` ); c(j)` )mj=�+1):Note that �`;� updates the �-th component, while leaving all other compo-nents unchanged.Then we de�ne � by� ���; ((rf(j)` (c(j)` ); c(j)` )mj=1; p(1)` ; p(2)` ; p(3)` ; r`)m̀=1; (rf(j)m+1(c(j)m+1); c(j)m+1)mj=1� ; a�= ��� + �; (�`;�+�((rf(j)` (c(j)` ); c(j)` )mj=1); p(1)` ; p(2)` ; p(3)` ; r`)�+��1`=1 ;��+�;�+�((rf(j)�+�(c(j)�+�); c(j)�+�)mj=1); p(1)�+�; �1(p(2)�+�; a); p(3)�+�; r�+�(�`;�+�((rf(j)` (c(j)` ); c(j)` )mj=1); p(1)` ; p(2)` ; p(3)` ; r`)m̀=�+�+1;�m+1;�+�((rf(j)m+1(c(j)m+1); c(j)m+1)mj=1)� : 0 � � � m� �� :Note that, though the de�nition of � is complicated, its action is straight-forward. The index � indicates the `i-portion' which is currently receiving theinput. Given that we are currently in the �-th i-portion, we may nondeter-ministically choose to move to any of the subsequent portions. The action ofthe function �`;� is to simulate the corresponding function f �̀.We show that L(M) � R1 ;T R2. If we arrive at a �nal state, by (F-i), foreach 1 � ` � m there is a word x` of length X`(~n) which takes us from stateq(3)`�1 to q(1)` in M1 and also takes us from r`�1 to r` in M2. By the choice of S,� and condition (F-iii), for each 1 � ` � m, there is a word wi of length niwhich takes us from state q(1)` to q(3)` . Further, the input word is of the formw = w1w2 � � �wm. Finally, by (F-ii), there is a word xm+1 of length Xm+1(~n)which takes us from state qm to a �nal state in M1 and from rm to a �nalstate in M2. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1.Thus, we conclude that x1w1 � � �xmwmxm+1 2 R1, x1 � � �xm+1 2 R2 and jx`j =X`(~n) for all 1 � ` � m+1. Thus, w1 � � �wm 2 R1 ;T R2. A similar argument,which is left to the reader, shows the reverse inclusion. 216
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Fig. 1. Construction of the words in M1 and M2 from the action of M .As an example, consider m = 1 and let f (1)1 ; f (2)2 both be the identity function.Then the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are met and T = fdnindn : n � 0g.Consider then thatR1 ;T �� = fx : 9y; z 2 �jxj such that yxz 2 R1g:This is the `middle-thirds' operation, which is sometimes used as a challengeproblem for undergraduates in formal language theory (see, e.g., Hopcroftand Ullman [9, Ex. 3.17]). We may immediately conclude that the regularlanguages are preserved under the middle-thirds operation.We note that the condition that (n1; n2; : : : ; nm) 2 Nm in (2) can be replacedby the conditions that, for all 1 � j � m, nj 2 Ij for an arbitrary u.p. setIj � N . The construction adds considerable detail to the proof of Theorem 4.2,and is omitted. With this extension, we can also consider a class of examplesgiven by Amar and Putzolu [2], which are equivalent to trajectories of theform AP (k1; k2; �) = fimk1dmk2+� : m � 0g;for �xed k1; k2; � � 0 with � < k1+ k2. For any k1; k2; � � 0, we can concludethat the operation ;A preserves regularity, where A = AP (k1; k2; �). Thiswas established by Amar and Putzolu [2] by means of even linear grammars.5 Deletion as an Inverse of Shu�e on TrajectoriesIn this section, we show that deletion along trajectories constitutes the in-verse of shu�e on trajectories, in the sense introduced by Kari [12]. We thenshow how this implies several positive decidability results regarding equations17



involving shu�e on trajectories (undecidability results will be examined in aforthcoming paper).Given two binary word operations �; ? : (��)2 ! 2��, we say that � is aleft-inverse of ? [12, Defn. 4.1] if, for all u; v; w 2 ��,w 2 u ? v () u 2 w � v:Let � : f0; 1g� ! fi; dg� be the morphism given by �(0) = i and �(1) = d.Then we have the following characterization of left-inverses:Theorem 5.1 Let T � f0; 1g� be a set of trajectories. Then T and ;�(T )are left-inverses of each other.PROOF. We show that for all t 2 f0; 1g�, w 2 u t v () u 2 w ;�(t) v:The proof is by induction on jwj. For jwj = 0, we have w = �. Thus, byde�nition of t and ;t, we have that� 2 u t v () u = v = t = � () u 2 (�;�(t) v):Let w 2 �+ and assume that the result is true for all words shorter than w.Let w = aw0 for a 2 �.First, assume that aw0 2 u t v. As jtj = jwj, we have that t 6= �. Let t = et0for some e 2 f0; 1g. There are two cases:(a) If e = 0, then we have that u = au0 and that w0 2 u0 t0 v. By induction,u0 2 w0 ;�(t0) v. Thus,(w;�(t) v)= (aw0 ;i�(t0) v)= a(w0 ;�(t0) v) 3 au0 = u:(b) If e = 1, then we have that v = av0 and w0 2 u t0 v0. By induction,u 2 w0 ;�(t0) v0. Thus,(w;�(t) v)= (aw0 ;d�(t0) av0)= (w0 ;�(t0) v0) 3 u:Thus, we have that in both cases u 2 w;�(t) v.Now, let us assume that u 2 w ;�(t) v. As jtj = j�(t)j = jwj � 1, let t = et0for some e 2 f0; 1g. We again have two cases:(a) If e = 0, then �(e) = i. Then necessarily u = au0, and u0 2 w0 ;�(t0) v.By induction w0 2 u0 t0 v. Thus,18



(u t v)= (au0 0t0 v)= a(u0 t0 v) 3 aw0 = w:(b) If e = 1, then �(e) = d. Then necessarily v = av0, and u 2 (w0 ;�(t0) v0).By induction, w0 2 u t0 v0. Thus,(u t v)= (u 1t0 av0)= a(u t0 v0) 3 aw0 = w:Thus w 2 u t v. This completes the proof. 2
We note that Theorem 5.1 agrees with the observations of Kari [12, Obs. 4.7].5.1 Solving X T L = R and X ;T L = RThe following is a result of Kari [12, Thm. 4.6]:Theorem 5.2 Let L;R be languages over � and �; ? be two binary word op-erations, which are left-inverses to each other. If the equation X � L = R hasa solution X � ��, then the languageR0 = R ? Lis also a solution of the equation. Moreover, R0 is a superset of all othersolutions of the equation.By Theorem 5.2, Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.1, we note the following corollary:Corollary 5.3 Let T � f0; 1g�. Let T; L;R be regular languages. Then it isdecidable whether the equation X T L = R has a solution X.The idea is the same as discussed by Kari [12, Thm. 2.3]: we compute R0 givenin Theorem 5.2, and check whether R0 is a solution to the desired equation.Since all languages involved are regular and the constructions are e�ective, wecan test for equality of regular languages. Also, we note the following corollary,which is established in the same manner as Corollary 5.3:Corollary 5.4 Let T � fi; dg�. Let T; L;R be regular languages. Then it isdecidable whether the equation X ;T L = R has a solution X.19



5.2 Solving L T X = RGiven two binary word operations �; ? : (��)2 ! 2��, we say that � is aright-inverse [12, Defn. 4.1] of ? if, for all u; v; w 2 ��,w 2 u ? v () v 2 u �w:Let � be a binary word operation. The word operation �r given by u�rv = v�uis called reversed � [12].Let � : f0; 1g� ! fi; dg� be the morphism given by �(0) = d and �(1) = i.We can repeat the above arguments for right-inverses instead of left-inverses:Theorem 5.5 Let T � f0; 1g� be a set of trajectories. Then T and (;�(T ))rare right-inverses of each other.PROOF. Let syms : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� be the morphism given by syms(0) =1 and syms(1) = 0. Then it is easy to note thatx 2 u t v () x 2 v syms(t) u:Thus, using Theorem 5.1, we note thatx 2 u t v () x 2 v syms(t) u() v 2 x;�(syms(t)) u() v 2 u(;�(syms(t)))rx:Thus, the result follows on noting that � � � � syms. 2This again agrees with the observations of Kari [12, Obs. 4.4].Corollary 5.6 Let T � f0; 1g�. Let T; L;R be regular languages. Then it isdecidable whether the equation L T X = R has a solution X.We note that Câmpeanu et al. have recently investigated the decidability ofthe existence of solutions to the equationX1 X2 = R (i.e., unrestricted shu�egiven by T = (0 + 1)�) where X1; X2 are unknown and R is regular [3]. Wewill investigate the decidability of R = X1 T X2, where T is a �xed set oftrajectories, X1; X2 are unknown and R is regular, in a forthcoming paper.20



5.3 Solving fxg T L = RIn this section, we briey address the problem of �nding solutions to equationsof the form fxg T L = Rwhere T is a �xed regular set of trajectories, L;R are regular languages, andx is an unknown word. This is a generalization of the results of Kari [12].Theorem 5.7 Let � be an alphabet. Let T � f0; 1g� be a �xed regular set oftrajectories. Then for all regular languages R;L � ��, it is decidable whetherthere exists a word x 2 �� such that fxg T L = R.PROOF. Let r = minfjyj : y 2 Rg. Given a DFA for R, it is clear thatwe can compute r by breadth-�rst search. Then note that jzj = jxj + jyj forall z 2 x T y (regardless of T ). Thus, it is clear that if there exists x 2 ��satisfying fxg T L = R, then jxj � r. Our algorithm then simply considersall words x of length at most r, and checks whether fxg T L = R holds. 25.4 Solving L;T X = RWe now consider the decidability of solutions to the equation L ;T X = Rwhere T is a �xed set of trajectories, L;R are regular languages and X isunknown.This involves considering the right-inverse of;T for all T � fi; dg�. However,unlike the left-inverse of ;T , the right-inverse of ;T is again a deletion op-eration. Let symd : fi; dg� ! fi; dg� be the morphism given by symd(i) = dand symd(d) = i.Theorem 5.8 Let T � fi; dg� be a set of trajectories. The operation ;T hasright-inverse ;symd(T ).PROOF. By Theorems 5.5 and 5.1, we note thatx 2 y ;t z () y 2 x ��1(t) z() z 2 y ;�(��1(t)) xThe result follows on noting that � � ��1 � symd. 221



We note that Theorem 5.8 agrees with the observations of Kari [12, Obs. 4.4].Also, we have the following result:Corollary 5.9 Let T � fi; dg�. Let T; L;R be regular languages. Then it isdecidable whether the equation L;T X = R has a solution X.5.5 Solving fxg;T L = RIn this section, we are concerned with decidability of the existence of solutionsto the equation fxg;T L = Rwhere x is a word in ��, and L;R; T are regular languages. Equations ofthis form have previously been considered by Kari [12]. Our constructionsgeneralize those of Kari directly.We begin with the following technical lemma:Lemma 5.10 Let � be an alphabet. Then for all sets of trajectories T �fi; dg�, and for all R;L � ��, the following equality holds:(R ��1(T ) L) = fx 2 �� : fxg;T L � Rg:PROOF. Let x be a word such that fxg ;T L � R, and assume, contraryto what we want to prove, that x 2 R ��1(T ) L. Then there exist y 2 R; z 2 Land t 2 ��1(T ) such that x 2 y t z. By Theorem 5.1,y 2 x;�(t) z:As �(t) 2 T , we conclude that y 2 (fxg ;T L) \ R. Thus fxg ;T L � Rdoes not hold, contrary to our choice of x. Thus x 2 (R ��1(T ) L).For the reverse inclusion, let x 2 (R ��1(T ) L). Further, assume that (fxg;TL) \ R 6= ;. In particular, there exist words z 2 L and t 2 T such thatx;t z \ R 6= ;:Let y be some word in this intersection. As y 2 x ;t z, by Theorem 5.1, wehave that x 2 y ��1(t) z. Thus, x 2 R ��1(T ) L, contrary to our choice of x.This proves the result. 2Thus, we can state the main result of this section:22



Theorem 5.11 Let � be an alphabet. Let T � fi; dg� be an arbitrary regularset of trajectories. Then the problem \Does there exist a word x such thatfxg;T L = R" is decidable for regular languages L;R.PROOF. Let L;R be regular languages. We note that if R is in�nite, thenthe answer to our problem is no; there can only be �nitely many deletionsalong the set of trajectories T from a �nite word x. Thus, assume that R is�nite. Then we can construct the following regular language:P = (R ��1(T ) L)� [S(R (S ��1(T ) L):Note that ( denotes proper inclusion. We claim that P = fx : fxg;T L =Rg.Assume x 2 P . Then by Lemma 5.10, we have thatx2fx : fxg;T L � Rg; (3)x =2fx : fxg;T L � S ( Rg: (4)Thus, we must have that fxg ;T L = R, since fxg ;T L is a subset of R,but is not contained in any proper subset of R.Similarly, if fxg;T L = R, by Lemma 5.10 we have that x 2 (R ��1(T ) L).But as fxg ;T L is not contained in any S with S ( R, we have thatx =2 SS(R (S ��1(T ) L). Thus, x 2 P .Thus, if R is �nite, to decide if a word x exists satisfying fxg ;T L = R,we construct P and test if P 6= ;. Since P will be regular, this can be donee�ectively (as we have noted, if R is in�nite, we answer no). 26 ConclusionWe have de�ned deletion along trajectories, and examined its closure prop-erties. Deletion along trajectories is shown to be a useful generalization ofmany deletion-like operations which have been studied in the literature. Theclosure properties of deletion along trajectories di�er from that of shu�e ontrajectories in that there exist non-regular and non-CF sets of trajectorieswhich de�ne operations which preserve regularity. We have shown that a largeclass of sets of trajectories, which includes several operations known in theliterature, de�ne deletion operations which preserve regularity.23
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